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MUMBAI: When a fawn-coloured Skoda screeched to a halt 50 feet from the police barricade
on Netaji Subhaschandra Bose Marg at Chowpatty just past midnight on November 26, the
policemen instinctively knew it was the car they had been waiting for. In an act that can be
called either hare-brained or heroic, nine policemen at the barricade, wielding only lathis,
charged while roaring in unison. Inside the car were two terrorists with AK-47 rifles and
grenades. They had just gunned down scores of commuters and several policemen as they shot
their way from CST to Chowpatty.
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The terrorists tried to take a U-turn and flee. Why they didn't open fire is unclear. But the
police charge unnerved them enough to mess up the U-turn and send them crashing into the
divider. In the short gunfight that followed, assistant sub-inspector Tukaram Ombale, who led
the charge, paid the ultimate price.
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NSG and Marine commandos were deservedly in the limelight after the carnage of 26/11, but
the equally heroic efforts of the few policemen who confronted the fleeing terrorists at Girgaum
Chowpatty-killing one and capturing the other-have gone unsung. These policemen knew that
their weapons-two self-loading rifles (SLRs), two revolvers and lathis-were no match for the
AK-47s and grenades of the terrorists. But that didn't deter them, especially Ombale, who in
the unequal battle had nothing but a lathi.
Earlier, the D B Marg police had got a message from police control at about 10pm, saying that
two heavily armed terrorists were at large after gunning down commuters at CST. The control
room was initially clueless about the terrorists' movements, but 15 policemen from D B Marg
were sent to Chowpatty to set up a barricade on Marine Drive. "We began stopping all vehicles
and checking them,'' said sub-inspector Bhaskar Kadam.
Whenever a car slowed down at the barricade, the 11 lathi-wielding cops charged at it with a
roar. The primitive war cry was all they had to boost their nerves. After an hour or so, they
learnt that the terrorists had hijacked a police van near Cama hospital and were moving to
Metro. "We were told they were firing indiscriminately, but knew nothing about the toll,''
Kadam said. The team then decided to have a double barricade across the road.
The terrorists, who had by then killed seven policemen, including ATS chief Hemant Karkare,
killed another policeman at Metro in random firing before heading for Nariman Point. "At
12.16am, we got a message from the control room that the terrorists had hijacked a Skoda car,
had fired at a jawan at Vidhan Bhavan and were moving towards Chowpatty,'' he said.
The nine policemen with lathis took up positions in front of the barricades. The two with SLRs,
capable of firing upto 30 single bullets, took up positions on either side of the road. Kadam and
assistant inspector H Boudhankar, who had the revolvers, stood behind the divider with two
constables.
The cops whispered amongst themselves that the terrorists had automatic weapons while they
had just Lord Ganpati. The barricades had been set up where the annual processions to
immerse the deity enter the beach. "I prayed to Lord Vigneshwara to block the way of these
mass murderers,'' said constable S Awad.
The Skoda reached Chowpatty and screeched to a halt 40 to 50 feet from the barricade. The
policemen gestured to the driver to get down. Instead, the car put its headlights on high beam
and switched on the wipers to make the windshield hazy. "We knew instantly this was the car,''
Kadam recounted.
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The cops with lathis ran at the car, while the driver reversed to make space for a U-turn. He
didn't get the space and ran into the divider instead. The driver, Abu Ismail, fired two rounds
from his pistol at Boundhankar and Kadam. The two cops returned three rounds each, hitting
Ismail in the head, chest and arm, killing him. Awad and head constable Vikram Nikam, who
were with them, rushed and opened the car door.
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Meanwhile, the policemen at the barricade ran to the passenger side. The second terrorist, Ajmal
Kasab, was by now lying on his back with an AK-47 on his belly. As soon as Ombale, who was
leading the pack, opened the door, Kasab let loose a burst of fire. Ombale, riddled with bullets,
caught the barrel of the gun and fell on Kasab, preventing him from doing further damage. The
other policemen beat Kasab unconscious. Kasab apparently did not use the AK-47 rifle earlier
because he was bleeding from his hand.
Ombale, who had just four years till retirement, died as he was being taken to GT Hospital. "He
blinked at me one last time,'' Kadam said when remembering his colleague.
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Sachin (Mumbai)
09 Dec, 2008 11:27 AM
Real Salute to the constables like Ombale who have daring in such age of retirement without any weapons to attack
person with weapons. The young generation and new cops have lot to learn from such heroic person that you
should have will power to overcome the hurdles even if don't have equipments to tackle the situation. Govt should
recoginse all individuals effort who have supported and saved peoples life from the deadly rascals...
Ran (SA)
09 Dec, 2008 11:20 AM
Brave POLICEMEN armed with peanuts to fight TERRORISM. Police manning roadblocks should be armed with
atleast LMGs and automatic revolvers. This is for their own safety and the NATION's citizens' whom they protect.
REWARD them well for expecting them to fight TERRORISM with lathes and peashooters.REARM the survivors
PROPERLY NOW ATLEAST.
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